
Why Does The Supervisor Think I Can Pivot When I Figure I Need Auxiliary 

Assistance ? 

There could be a couple reasons. 

First, the supervisor has found that they can tell you anything and you will accept it, nodding 

your head obediently. 

Second, you never fill out a 3996 asking for auxiliary, and never call back in the afternoon 

asking for help, and always return on time. 

Then there could be another reason. In May 2014, postal management started 

accounting for parcel volume in their DOIS program for estimating carrier 

workloads. 

They started adding 1 ½ minutes to street time for every parcel over the base parcel amount and 

deducting 1 ½ minutes for every parcel under the base parcel amount. 

Let’s look at this example: 

Your route has 1:20 office time and 6:40 street time. 

You have a base parcel volume of 20. 

Subtracting 5 minutes of PM office time, that leaves you 1:14 in the AM. If your start time 

is 8:00, you have to be out the door at 9:14 or you are late. You have an office break so you 

have a MINIMUM 43 minutes of fixed office time, leaving you only 31 minutes to case and 

tie out. 

On this day, you have ¼ ft. of letters and 1 ¾ feet of flats, and a full hamper of parcels and 

SPRs. At standard of 18/8/70 pcs/min that amounts to 31 minutes of casing time, plus the 

43 minutes of FOT giving you a leave time of 9:14. That means you should be right on time, 

but the supervisor comes by and says DOIS has you half an hour under and that you are 

getting a pivot. 

How can that be possible? 

Here’s how….Devious supervisors have figured a way to game the system to make 

themselves look like superstars to their bosses and to give you more work than you should 

have for a regular 8 hour day.  How do they do it?  If they haven't entered the parcel 

volume into DOIS for the day, DOIS assumes you have NO parcels and deducts 1 ½ 

minutes for the 20 parcels it thinks you are under base, or 30 minutes. So even though you 

are leaving on time, and actually have 40 parcels, DOIS thinks you have ZERO parcels to 

deliver, and you should be able to come back ½ hour early. Of course, after everyone goes 

to the street and the supervisor puts in your 40 parcels for the day, DOIS now says you 

should be ½ hour over on your own route, plus your ½ hour pivot, or 1 hour late 

returning.  Naturally your highly ethical supervisor will never think to call and tell you this 

and take it off you to give to someone on the OTDL to carry.  So you work through your 

lunch and breaks to come back on time, and the supervisor looks like a superstar, or you 

don't make it, come back 12 clicks late, and that same highly ethical supervisor writes you 

up for unauthorized extension of street time.  

Don’t let them sandbag you; ask to see the parcel volume every day when they try to pivot 

you. You are the professional. Estimate your workload every day. You know how long it 



takes. If you think you need time, fill out a 3996 and get a signed copy for your own 

records. When they deny the request, call back on your cell phone so you have a record 

that you called. 

This is for YOUR protection, not managements’. 

If you are not on the OTDL and you have to work overtime regularly because of these 

bogus “Pivots” see your steward, and file grievances. The 3996s’ and your cell phone 

records are your documentation to help win these grievances. 

 


